Skorohod discovered that if a sequence Q" of countably additive probabilities on a Polish space converges in the weak star topology, then, on a standard probability space, there are ^"-distributed/,, which converge almost surely. This note strengthens Skorohod's result by associating, with each probability Con a Polish space, a random variable fQ on a fixed standard probability space so that for each Q, (a)/p has distribution Q and (b) with probability \,fP is continuous at P = Q.
Let U, X be any standard probability space, e.g., the unit interval with Lebesgue measure, let X be any Polish space, and denote by M( X) the space of all probability measures on (the Borel sets of) X with the weak star topology. A Borel function p: M(X) X U -* A'is a representation of M(X) if for every m E M(X) the function pm: U -> X, defined by pm(u) = p(m, u), has distribution m (with respect to A on U). A representation p is continuous at m if, except for a set of u of A-measure zero, p(-, u) is continuous at m.
Theorem. M(X) has a representation p that is everywhere continuous.
The theorem extends a result of Skorohod [1956] , who showed that for each sequence mn -» m there is a sequence rn of random variables on U, X such that rn has distribution mn and converges almost surely (necessarily to an r with distribution m ).
The theorem is easily verified for the special case X = R, with (U,X) the unit (D) p is continuous at each m. Say m' -» m. From C, the probability, given a, that pm. -» pm is 1 if the boundaries of all Hn have m-measure zero. Since there are only countably many a for which the boundary of any Hn has positive m-measure, the event pm. -» pm has conditional probability 1 for all except countably many a 's, so has unconditional probability 1.
